SPECIALIST TREATMENTS from Eurovia
Surface Dressing
Specialist equipment, controlled by a dedicated workforce, carry out this proven and cost effective road maintenance technique. It is suitable for trunk roads and main highways as well as narrow lanes and footpaths. Eurovia Specialist Treatments is a Sector Scheme 13 and C.E accredited installer for surface dressing.

Viasealer
Innovative, compact surface dressing patching equipment ideal for working in confined areas such as rural and narrow roads. This unit provides an excellent alternative to routine patching needs and is versatile, combining different aggregates and binders dependent on site.

Micro-Surfacing
GripFibre is a patented, advanced micro surfacing system using a polymer modified emulsion, selected aggregates and synthetic fibres. Eurovia Specialist Treatments also now has the facility to apply a bondcoat in advance of the system where applicable through our dedicated integrated machine. GripFibre is a BBA HAPAS approved process.

Griptex is a standard micro surfacing system using polymer modified emulsion and selected aggregates, Griptex is widely used through the UK road network. Eurovia Specialist Treatments is a Sector Scheme 13 and C.E accredited installer for micro surfacing.

Gripseal is an economic system designed for use on roads where speeds are low as well as on footways. An ideal solution for the rapid rejuvenation of airport taxiways.

Flexiplast
A flexible, waterproof, stress absorbing membrane designed to seal the surface and inhibit reflective cracking in subsequently laid asphalt layers on concrete roads and bridge decks.

High-Friction Surfacing
TrueGrip is Eurovia Specialist Treatments BBA HAPAS approved Type 1 epoxy resin based anti-skid surfacing solution that is machine applied for high stress sites throughout the United Kingdom. The process can also be hand applied in accident reduction sites where there is light/medium traffic levels.

Eurovia Specialist Treatments also offers a BBA HAPAS Type 1 Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) cold applied system that allows high stress areas to be treated throughout the year.

Decorative Surfacing
Eurovia Specialist Treatments offers a wide range of coloured treatments to accommodate the location and surroundings within heritage areas. The resins and natural aggregates can be used within a variety of locations including cycle ways, footways, children’s play areas and country parks.

‘Imprinted Asphalt’ is a system designed to blend into the surrounding environment and produce realistic alternatives to traditional block, slate and stone effects by texturing new and existing asphalt surfaces.

Footway Surfacing
A range of slurry seals and modified microsurfacing specifically for use on footways and our all-in contract service ensures a consistent approach to all sites. Materials are available incorporating reprocessed rubber and other recyclable materials which can be developed as a local re-use initiative with clients.
Safety

In Eurovia Specialist Treatments safety matters. Our objective is to minimise the risk of accidents and promote a culture of zero tolerance to unsafe working practices. Our workforce are trained in the management of safety and everyone actively contributes to our enviable safety record within the industry.

Innovation

The surface treatments industry is dynamic and fast developing. Within Eurovia Specialist Treatments, we always work hard to bring new and improved technologies to the market which meets our customer’s requirements both now and in the future.

Technical Support

To support our activities on site, our highly skilled and committed workforce has full access to internal expert technical knowledge and engineering judgement round the clock. Complementing our in-house know-how we can draw on the full support of Eurovia’s Technical Centre and our parent company’s R&D facility in Bordeaux, France.

The Environment

Eurovia Specialist Treatments materials and processes have been designed with environmental sustainability in mind; cold technology, recycling systems and the use of recycled products as well as our holistic approach to the choice of surface treatment all contribute to a better whole life performance and a smaller environmental footprint.

Equipment

Our large fleet of specialised plant and equipment is at the cutting edge of technology. Continued investment and renewal programmes ensure that our vehicles and equipment incorporate the latest advances and technical measures available within the industry.

Quality

As an industry leader we recognise our responsibility to help establish industry standards, and we work hard with independent professional institutions to improve the quality of service provision in the industry.

Eurovia Specialist Treatments is committed to providing a high quality, reliable and innovative service to its clients. Our highly experienced, dedicated and professional contracting teams pride themselves on the quality of their work and strive to provide the best quality service, with minimum disruption, to both the highway authority and the road user.

Through the development of long term relationships with suppliers as well as clients, high standards are maintained and innovative solutions to highway maintenance problems are developed, frequently making us the preferred contractor in the road maintenance industry.
Part of Eurovia Infrastructure Limited.

Additional services offered include:

- Traditional hot surfacing
- Contracting/civil engineering solutions
- Roadmarking installation and product manufacture
- CCTV Installation and maintenance
- Signage manufacture
- Asphalt production

For further details please contact us at:

Eurovia Specialist Treatments
Suite 8, Avionics House, Kingsway Business Park, Quedgely, Gloucestershire, GL2 2SN
T: 01452 727 810 | e: info@euroviatreatments.co.uk | w: www.eurovia.co.uk